Battery Park City

Downtown on the West Side between the Hudson River on the West and South, the West
Side Highway on the East, and Chambers Street on the North.
River views and river life are the big draw for seekers of Battery Park City apartments and
condos. Because the land is technically owned by the Battery Park City Authority, a public entity,
residents of these downtown condos don’t pay taxes, they pay PILOT — Payments in Lieu of
Taxes — which help maintain the glorious esplanade which is Battery Park City’s crown jewel.
The beautiful ribbon runs for 1.2 miles, linking together a string of kid- and pet-friendly parks,
and many of Battery Park City’s condos look out on these wonderful bits of green to the Hudson
beyond. Strolling, rollerblading, biking — or just catching a spectacular sunset or a close-up of the
Statue of Liberty — they’re all perks attached to this wonderful downtown real estate.
The neighborhood, built on the Southwest tip of Manhattan, is both quiet and convenient. It
offers luxury apartment living that seems almost suburban, but the area is near Wall Street for
work and lively Tribeca for play. Riverhouse, one of the newest condominiums, offers twicefiltered air and filtered water — meeting an environmental standard for green living first set by
the Solaire, a Battery Park City rental building that is the nation’s first environmentally-conscious
high rise. A new Whole Foods and Barnes and Noble provide great shopping, while the Liberty
Park greenmarket lets you get the best and freshest New York City produce, some of it from
family farms. There’s also an 11-screen movie theater which screens both popular favorites and
hosts part of the world-famous Tribeca Film Festival.
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Beekman

Midtown on the East Side from the East River to First Avenue, 48th Street to 52nd Street.
This neighborhood of beautiful townhouses — Irving Berlin used to live here — and grand coops is only a few square blocks big. Because the neighborhood is so small, the number of
Beekman Place apartments for sale at any one time, whether co-op or condo, is limited — but the
Beekman area is worth the wait! The neighborhood centers on two-blocks-long Beekman Place,
with grand buildings like One Beekman Place, a co-op with a garage and and an Olympic pool. In
fiction, that East Side co-op was home to the madcap Auntie Mame; in fact, it contains what
many believe to be New York City’s grandest and best apartments.
Like its big sister Sutton Place, this tranquil enclave in the East Fifties is known as much for its
spectacular river views as its classic East Side apartment houses. Recent condo buildings include
the Beekman Regent, a nineteenth-century landmark turned twenty-first century modern
condominium, and the limestone Grand Beekman (which offers a garden court as well as a fitness
center with sauna). Once a staging area for the British during the Revolutionary War, Beekman
Place offers a wide range of townhouse architecture, including a celebrated glass townhouse
designed by modern architect Paul Rudolph, a true pioneer of green building well known for his
work in Florida. It’s truly a special enclave, and in addition to the sunrise views available from the
wonderful Beekman apartments, great people-watching.
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Carnegie Hill

Uptown on the East Side, from 86th Street to 96th Street and from Lexington Avenue to
Central Park.
The Carnegie Hill section of Manhattan, full of magnificient townhouses that are rarely for sale
because their owners tend to hang on to them, has wonderful access to Central Park. Larger
buildings house prewar apartments of six or seven rooms, known as “Classic Sixes” and “Classic
Sevens,” but the light in the area is generous as even these magnificient co-ops are usually not too
tall. The resulting old-world feel, which bathes even modern condos in Carnegie Hill, shows you
why steel tycoon Andrew Carnegie picked this quiet, countrified section of Manhattan as the
place to build his ultimate family home. (You can still visit it today on your way to buy or rent an
apartment — it’s now a branch of the Smithsonian known as the Cooper-Hewitt museum.)
Even now, Carnegie Hill feels like a grand village tucked away from some of Gotham’s hustle and
bustle. Whether you’re walking on Park Avenue with its tulip plantings, past French and Italian
renaissance apartment buildings with doorman luxury hidden behind their ornate façades, or
along a side street with its well-preserved brownstones, you’ll realize that Carnegie Hill is a truly
special section of the city. Shopping is varied, which makes for gracious uptown living. Madison
Avenue offers all kinds of designer duds, even for babies and toddlers. Many of the local
shopkeepers have been here for decades — when you move into your new Carnegie Hill home
they’ll learn your name. In keeping with the suburban feel of the area, entertainment is more
museum mile than rock’n’roll: Carnegie Hill is home to the Guggenheim Museum, the Jewish
Museum, and the 92nd Street Y, which offers a variety of arts and cultural programming.
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Central Park South

Midtown Central, 59th Street from Fifth Avenue to Eighth Avenue, and environs.
The Central Park South is short, but it packs a punch: for three blocks there are co-ops and
condos offering perhaps the most famous views of Central Park -- trees framed by the skyline of
Central Park West on one side and Fifth Avenue on the other. Whether you’re looking for a fulltime pad or a doorman pied-à-terre, venerable hotels such as the Plaza and the Ritz-Carlton are
now offering condominium residences for sale; neighboring Columbus Circle buildings like the
Time Warner Center have similar stunning luxury properties for sale and for rent, so bring your
telescope!
The lifestyle in the Central Park South area is ridiculously convenient, with Time Warner Center
offering tree-top views, exquisite dining (Thomas Keller’s Per Se), shopping (Hugo Boss), and
entertainment (the Frederick P. Rose Hall Jazz Center). If you want an echo of old townhouse-y
New York, you’ll hear it in the clip-clop of horse-drawn carriages making their way through the
Park. In addition to the quiet of Central Park itself, one of Manhattan’s top urban sanctuaries is
near Central Park South in the plaza of Columbus Circle, where a monument to the Italian
explorer is nestled inside a 99-jet fountain. While many of the historical buildings offer modern
amenities such as parking, it’s also just blocks to the corporate headquarters of Midtown, the
artistic offerings of Lincoln Center, and the newly-redone Museum of Modern Art – why not
stroll?
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Chelsea

Downtown on the West Side, from 14th Street to 34th Street, and from Sixth Avenue to the
Hudson River.
The newest Chelsea news – and some of the hottest condos for sale — are on the Far West Side,
where the south section of the High Line, an elevated park that’s been created from an
abandoned railroad track, opened in 2009. The modern development is great for walking and
people watching, and the ribbon of green is a pleasing view for many a Chelsea apartment.
The vibrancy the new park brings is typical of Chelsea, the area running from 14th Street to 34th
street on the West Side. Much of the area is a historical district full of 19th-century townhouses;
but there are also cutting-edge art galleries for you to get your culture fix, as well as restaurants
galore. If prewar co-op apartments are your thing, one of the most architecturally distinct is
London Terrace, a 1929 development that runs the entire block from 23rd to 24th Streets West
of Ninth Avenue. This giant Chelsea complex includes a common garden, a pool, and nearly
1,700 units in luxury co-ops (known as the Towers) and doorman rentals (known as the Gardens.)
In other parts of Chelsea, old industrial spaces have been transformed into alluring floor-through
lofts, with apartments boasting high ceilings and plentiful windows. For play, the sports complex
Chelsea Piers offers a place to play basketball, go bowling, or even work on your drives.
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Chinatown

Downtown on the East Side, from Brooklyn Bridge to Lafayette Street and north to Canal
Street.
Chinatown is one of Manhattan’s oldest neighborhoods — Chatham Square was the Times
Square of its day — and contains open-air fruit and fish markets side-by-side with gleaming new
condo buildings. Condominium lovers will find that since much of the construction is recent,
Chinatown condos often offer contemporary features like home offices and roof terraces. Yet the
true hallmark of Chinatown is that juxtaposition is everywhere – next door to a bustling
Chinatown gift shop you’ll find a converted apartment building with renovated kitchens and
marble baths.
Great rentals, many of them in walk-up buildings, can be scored here if you’re patient. In
addition, there are some Chinatown lofts that are great bargains compared with their neighbors in
Tribeca just a few blocks away. Compared with many other areas of Manhattan, Chinatown is not
built very high, so it can be a great neighborhood in which to find light and sky. Chinatown co-op
complexes such as Chatham Green offer views of the East River bridges as well as communal
gardens. Chinatown has great transportation access, with the area served by five subway lines,
making it an easy commute to Brooklyn, Wall Street, and Midtown. The seat of New York City
government is right there at City Hall; for a spot of green, hit City Hall Park, a great place for
people-watching at lunchtime. For those seeking bohemian nightlife and high-end shopping right
at their doorstep, the Chinatown neighborhood blends with chic SoHo to the west.
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Clinton

Clinton from 34th Street to 50th Street, from Eighth Avenue to the Hudson River.
In a formerly low-rise area just west of the Theater District lies Clinton, one of Manhattan’s
newest hot spots — you can find everything from sprawling renovated lofts to the Orion
Condominium, a luxury high-rise tower which boasts some of the best views in the city (and free
breakfast for residents!). But the Clinton area is also home to charming row houses, some of
which are quiet-looking historical walkups that might house Broadway’s Next Big Thing. Clinton
co-op and condo dwellers find that the rents are affordable, and the transportation is great, with
access to Penn Station, the Port Authority, and the Times Square subways.
The West Thirties are home to some of Manhattan’s newest luxury rental buildings, such as
Hudson Crossing and Emerald Green, while the West Forties offer riverview apartments such as
the just-built Silver Towers, whose 1,300 units and a public park practically make a high-rise
apartment city within Clinton itself. Although these luxury apartments often offer health clubs,
pools, and patios, one of the draws for Clinton apartment dwellers is the riverfront, which offers
opportunities for bicycling, jogging and kayaking. Another is Ninth Avenue, a Midtown West
restaurant row that draws both pre- and post-theater crowds to its trattorias, cafes, grills, and
steakhouses.
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East Harlem

Uptown, from 110th to 125nd streets, from Fifth Avenue to the East River.
Rich in history and residential charm, the diverse East Harlem neighborhood offers those in
search of a new apartment or townhouse plenty to peruse. Housing stock runs the gamut from
rowhouses to studios, from one- and two-bedroom co-ops to renovated tenements. A big draw
here in East Harlem is space — apartments often come with a dining room, an outdoor garden,
or even parking. Large rental complexes like Hampton Court (complete with gyms, garden decks
and retail shopping) are now being joined in East Harlem by luxury condos offering views of the
East River, the George Washington and RFK (Triborough) Bridges.
East Harlem’s cornucopia of food, culture and lively street life reflects its history. From the
exclusive Rao’s Restaurant, founded in 1896, and Patsy’s Pizzeria, established in 1933 in part of
Old Little Italy, to modern-day bodegas and botanicas, shopping and dining in this neighborhood
continue to evolve even as the Uptown apartments do. On the artsy side of East Harlem,
provocative murals by celebrated artist James De La Vega — some commissioned, some not —
dot the neighborhood and the living legacy of Salsa greats continues at venues such as Creole, a
jazz/supper club, and Orbit, a bar/restaurant that hosts open mic nights in its jazz and cabaret
schedule. East Harlem residents look forward to the opening of the East River Plaza on 116th
Street off the FDR Drive slated for October ’09. If you want to stock your home with everything,
big companies that will be offering their wares for sale in East Harlem should include Target,
Marshall’s, Best Buy and Manhattan’s first Costco. A Metro-North Railroad Station at 125th
Street with a 4-5-6 Lexington Avenue subway stop and easy access to the FDR Drive make
commutes to both Long Island and Westchester a possibility.
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East Village

Downtown on the East Side, from Houston to 14th Street and from the Bowery and Third
Avenue to the East River.
Whether it’s the mushrooming of modern new condos or the reclamation of some beloved parks,
few neighborhoods have changed as much over the past couple of decades as the East Village.
The growth of New York University to the West has helped drive the East Village’s renaissance,
so that old-fashioned retail like hardware stores stands cheek-by-jowl with shops where you can
buy all kinds of trendy luxury. Much of the East Village housing stock is tenement-style walkups
with co-ops for sale or rentals that make great shares, but some offer hidden delights like roof
decks and garden access to their residents. If it’s an elevator and a Bulthaup kitchen you’re
seeking, head over near Avenue B to check out the jazzy new condo developments.
In the East Village, architecture fans have a lot to love, including Ageloff Towers, two back-toback prewar co-ops which offer Art Deco details including high-design marble lobbies and
Assyrian terra-cotta facades. In recent years, the East River park has gotten a new soccer field and
a rebuilt amphitheater, but the green center of the neighborhood is Tompkins Square Park
bordering Avenue A. If people watching is your thing, you couldn’t have a better view: check out
its fun playgrounds and state-of-the-art dog run, beloved by pooches from all over the East
Village. Neighborhood eateries range from pocket-sized French bistros to a string of two dozen
Indian joints to pierogi palaces.
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Financial District

Downtown, from the West Side Highway to the East River, from the tip of Manhattan to
the Brooklyn Bridge and Park Place.
Easy access to transportation has brought a new wave of condo buyers into the Financial District,
known to its residents as “FiDi.” Recent conversions of office buildings in the Financial District
have created lofts and apartments with high ceilings and modern amenities such as gyms,
concierges, and computer systems that e-mail you when your dry cleaning has arrived. Top rental
buildings have modern lounges for socializing and roof decks that go on and on, with views to
match. The new luxury high-rises have joined such classic Financial District co-ops as 3 Hanover
Square, a conversion of the former Cotton Exchange.
There’s plenty of history here: the narrow cobblestone streets of Lower Manhattan were once
frequented by Herman Melville (born on Pearl Street). At Federal Hall National Monument, you
can see one of Downtown’s most famous sites —where George Washington accepted the
presidency. And when you’re in the Financial District don’t miss St. Paul’s Chapel, the only
surviving pre-Revolutionary War building in Manhattan. Shopping options include Tiffany’s,
Thomas Pink, and Hermès, with all sorts of luxury goods for sale. Foodies love gourmet boutique
Zeytuna Market. It’s also great fun to head to the South Street Seaport, which boasts more than
100 cafés, restaurants, and shops as well as a new ice skating rink called Seaport Ice. There’s also a
terrific maritime museum and water views that will take your breath away.
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Flatiron

Downtown on the West Side, from 14th Street to 24th Street, and from Park Avenue South to
Sixth Avenue.
Take a pretty little park, a bustling greenmarket, and some fashionable shops, and you have a perfect
recipe for Flatiron, one of New York City’s hottest neighborhoods for co-ops and condos.
The center of the Flatiron District, and where the neighborhood takes its name, is the triangular turnof-the-century building at Fifth Avenue and 23rd Street. The Met Life building, with its distinctive
clocktower, is another notable historic skyscraper. In addition, there are new luxury condo buildings
like One Madison Park and 240 Park Avenue South, which boasts a sauna and massage rooms in
addition to the standard doorman and fitness center. But the Flatiron neighborhood isn’t just about
the new. High-ceilinged lofts, many with modern chef’s kitchens and other designer features, often lie
behind the façades of low-slung industrial buildings. Prewar co-op apartments are in Flatiron too,
some on quiet blocks which serve as a refuge from the city – but boast great designer shopping just
around the corner. Pet owners should check out the dog run at Madison Square Park, which has a
long and colorful history – it’s where the torch of the Statue of Liberty was displayed for years! If
you’re a cook, an apartment in the Flatiron area is tough to beat, with access to a Trader Joe’s grocery
and wine store near Union Square, a large and bustling Whole Foods Market, and, in season , the
Union Square Greenmarket, where you can purchase flavorful produce from all over New York State.
When you want time off from the kitchen, world-class restaurants like Gramercy Tavern and Union
Square Café are right here at your doorstep.
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Gramercy

Downtown on the East Side, from 14th Street to 23rd Street, from Park Avenue South to
the East River.
If you’ve ever wanted a secret garden to call your own, the co-ops and townhouses for sale and
rent alongside Gramercy Park are for you. The entire little enclave of Gramercy is the brainchild
of a nineteenth-century real estate developer who created one of New York City’s most beautiful
green spaces — a private park — and then built apartments and row houses with views of it. To
add to the prestige, these wonderful homes come with keys to the gated oasis that’s Gramercy
Park — it only opens to the public once or twice a year.
Many of these renovated townhouses along Gramercy Park, with their mahogany and marble
details and their fine gardens, can best be called mansions. The surrounding area of Gramercy has
some row-house character too, but also contains large apartment buildings with all the modern
conveniences. The new Gramercy by Starck condo, for example, has a doorman — but it also has
library lounge with fireplace and a screening room as well as a luxury outdoor deck with cabanas.
If you want to drink in Gramercy’s back-in-time quality, head to Pete’s Tavern, the city’s oldest
bar, which has a landmark-but-not-touristy feel. A couple of blocks away you can visit the
Theodore Roosevelt Birthplace, a reconstruction of the 19th-century brownstone where Teddy
was born, complete with a restored parlor, period bedroom, and Victorian-era gym equipment.
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Greenwich Village

Downtown Central, from Houston Street to 14th Street, from the Bowery to Seventh
Avenue.
If you’re new to Greenwich Village, and you’re walking along admiring its townhouses and coops, the spot where West Fourth Street crosses West Tenth Street might cause you to scratch
your head a little. Even the Village’s most modern luxury condos get a bit of European charm
from the meandering, tree-lined streets, leftovers from the 19th century, when Greenwich Village
was new development, started up before the city’s grid plan.
Washington Square Park, which is having its green spaces freshened up, is the heart of Central
Greenwich Village. The north side of the park is lined with landmark townhouses; the park itself
sports an iconic arch designed by Stanford White. Lower Fifth Avenue is a strip known as “The
Gold Coast,” home to magnificent prewar co-ops with many bedrooms, grand lobbies, high
ceilings, and often doormen in livery. Famous residents of Greenwich Village attracted by the
landmark homes and apartments include former first daughter Barbara Bush, musician Steve
Earle and actress Uma Thurman. Home to New York University and its 50,000 students,
Greenwich Village has historically nurtured writers and artists, whether they were famous or just
trying to make rent. The Cedar Tavern on University Place, for instance, is an offshot of the
Greenwich Village bar that entertained painter Mark Rothko and beat writer Jack Kerouac.
Further west, in an area sometimes distinguished as simply the “West Village,” is an area of
legendary jazz spots and magical little shops with all varieties of clothing and books for sale.
Because the Village’s bedrock is shallow, townhouses and even rental apartment buildings are
low, so the neighborhood offers plenty of bright blue sky to add to its legendary charm.
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Hamilton Heights

Uptown West, from West 125th Street to West 155th Street, from Riverside Drive to St.
Nicholas and Edgecombe Avenues.
The Harlem sub-neighborhood of Hamilton Heights boasts some of the city’s most-desired
townhouses, and is best known for “Strivers’ Row” — which is actually more than one block of
Harlem townhouses that share rear courtyards — the Harlem sub-neighborhood of Hamilton Heights
has some of the most-desired townhouses in New York City. Parts of Strivers’ Row were designed by
the noted architecture firm of McKim, Mead and White, and in addition to the gardens in back many
of the townhouses have lovely staircases, fireplaces, pocket doors, and moldings. Even in the
surrounding area, the conjunction of great subway access (the train stops at 135th and 145th streets)
and beautiful row houses makes Hamilton Heights a lovely place to rent or buy a home.

Much of Hamilton Heights is landmarked single-family homes in styles ranging from Beaux-Arts to
Romanesque. There are also plentiful condos in Hamilton Heights, many of them historical properties
renovated to include floor-to-ceiling windows, chef’s kitchens, and roof decks. Some have been
opened up to create wide and bright loft spaces. The Hamilton Heights district — named because it
was the former home of Alexander Hamilton, the statesman who graces the ten-dollar-bill — runs
north from City College along the river. No wonder, then, that one of its draws is Riverbank State
Park, which offers skating, basketball courts, and swimming. Long-range plans for Hamilton Heights
are to open up access to the Hudson River for walking and biking, using a master plan that includes
environmental design and public art.
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Harlem

Uptown, from 110th Street to 155th Street, from the East River to Manhattan and St.
Nicholas Avenues.
Harlem is enjoying a new renaissance — an explosion of development. Harlem residents are also
finding a new range of shopping options, as 125th Street, once known for its independent bazaars
that offered anything and everything for sale, is now also home to uptown sites for chains such as
Disney, HandM, and Old Navy. There’s easy access to retail from such beautiful architectural
enclaves as Harlem’s “Striver’s Row,” which features townhouses — many with multiple
fireplaces and to-die-for molding — designed by the famous firm of McKim, Mead and White.
If you work in a Harlem office, you might find yourself rubbing shoulders with former U.S.
President Bill Clinton, who moved into a newly renovated penthouse space on the West Side in
2001. For play, Marcus Garvey Park, twenty acres at Madison Avenue situated between 120th and
124th Street, offers Harlemites playgrounds, a swimming pool and plays and concerts in the
park’s amphitheater, home to the city’s Charlie Parker Jazz Festival every summer. You can catch
the next star at amateur night at Harlem’s landmark Apollo Theather, an institution which
launched the careers of Ella Fitzgerald, James Brown, and Lauryn Hill.
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Inwood

Uptown, north of Dyckman Street.
Inwood is the purported site of Peter Minuit’s purchase of Manhattan from the Lenape Indians
— one of the most famous real estate transactions in history. Inwood offers affordable co-ops,
free-standing single-family homes and, most recently, luxury condos. Townhouses and Art Deco
apartment buildings lie to the west of Broadway, and to the East is rental housing and a vibrant
street life. With an influx of downtowners seeking quiet and value, Inwood has a developing arts
community, a fun and growing nightlife and a variety of new restaurants including Park Terrace
Bistro, a Moroccan restaurant on Broadway with raves from Zagat’s and the Michelin Guide. .
Inwood is known for its woody, craggy parks – great for hiking, birding, and butterfly-watching
— even kayaking. The 196-acre Inwood Hill Park offers green the way it used to be — the last
natural forest and salt marsh in Manhattan. If you want a water view, the Inwood Canoe Club is
the oldest canoe and kayak club in Manhattan, founded in 1902. In addition, for several evenings
every summer, the Moose Hall Theater Company runs a free outdoor Shakespeare festival. The A
train stops at Dyckman and 207th and an express ride will bring you from Inwood to Times
Square in a half hour. A short hop north on the 1 Train brings you to Marble Hill Metro-North
Railroad Station at 225th and the Hudson River Line.
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Lower East Side

Downtown East, from the Brooklyn Bridge to Houston Street, from the East River to the
Bowery.
The Lower East Side is a big swath of Manhattan that ranges from the historic — renters can still
find a great selection of walkups, mostly without doormen — to the modern. Blue, a bold new
condo from French abstract architect Bernard Tschumi, offers Lower East Siders a roof terrace
and a cold storage locker for Fresh Direct deliveries in addition to 24-hour doorman service. At
17 Orchard on the Lower East Side, floor-through condos with oversized windows have stacked
washer/dryers and custom cabinets.
Yet there is no question that amidst the luxury condos the Lower East Side still has relics of its
historic pushcart past. One of the most famous of these is Katz’s Deli, a local dining landmark
open since 1888, which draws customers from both downtown and uptown. On the Bowery in
the Lower East Side, you can still find restaurant supply shops that offer steel shelves and
kitchenware that feeds dozens for sale. Buyers seeking space should head down to the Lower East
Side’s Grand Street Co-ops, a collection of 4,500 apartments organized into four complexes —
Amalgamated, Hillman, East River Housing, and Seward Park. When these elevator co-ops were
built they replaced darker walkups and were seen as the model of Lower East Side luxury; even
today, buyers are attracted to their spacious layouts and common green spaces. Many units also
have balconies, and some have wonderful views of the East River. If you’re going out on the
Lower East Side, your options are many and varied, ranging from music venues like Arlene’s
Grocery to Bowery Ballroom to the Mercury Lounge to Cake Shop, where you can have slices of
cake with frosting and see your bands too.
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Midtown East

Midtown on the East Side, from Fifth Avenue to the East River, from 42nd to 57th streets.
Grand Central Station with its high ceiling full of stars and the Campbell Apartment, the United
Nations headquarters in Midtown overlooking the East River, the Chrysler Building shooting into
the sky with its Art Deco glory — what part of New York City is more iconic than Midtown on
the East Side?
The Midtown area has the energy of commerce with the beauty of glorious old architecture: you
get both light and lifestyle. Many condos and co-ops are skyscrapers with open city views, so at
night you can see Midtown spread like a blanket beneath your feet. Some of the layouts in
Midtown are loft-like with oversized windows, to take advantage of the spectacular views, while
some are set up along more classic and traditional lines with foyers and en-suite baths. At 250
East 49th Street, the ceilings are nearly twelve feet high, and the condo units come with
Poggenpohl kitchens and spa-like limestone baths. The amenities of these luxury Midtown
apartment buildings often include health clubs, party rooms, storage and parking. Once you live
in Midtown, you’ll find the lifestyle isn’t just walk-to-work — it’s walk-to-everything. Midtown
East residents find their shopping at Bloomingdale’s, a New York landmark since 1861, and their
recreation in Central Park, one of the world’s most magnificent green sanctuaries, which offers
bike riding, rollerblading, and ice skating as well as Shakespeare in the Park.
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Midtown West

Midtown West, from 34th Street to 57th Street, from Fifth Avenue to the Hudson River.
Give my regards to Broadway — and let me live there in a luxury Midtown West condo while
you’re at it. The formerly low-rise neighborhood west of Fifth Avenue has recently allowed some
luxury high-rises, and the doorman condos often offer views to the river and beyond. The center
of Midtown West is Clinton, which boasts new state-of-the-art condominiums like the Orion and
Platinum, and to be in one of these high-rises when Times Square is gussied up in its neon best is
breathtaking.
In general, the Midtown West neighborhood is walk-to-work for any number of people, from the
aspiring Broadway hopefuls who share brownstone apartments and co-ops to the corporate
executives who head to Rockefeller Center. The neighborhood is home to a number of
Manhattan arts institutions, such as Carnegie Hall and Alvin Ailey, and the northern end is close
enough to Central Park that the park’s quiet and greenery are star attractions. For dining, whether
fine or casual, Midtown West co-op and condo dwellers hit Ninth Avenue, the area’s restaurant
strip. In the winter, the Times Square area’s big draw is the Rockefeller Center Christmas tree,
unmatched anywhere else in the world. During the summer, many Midtown West residents head
to Bryant Park for the luxury of free movie screenings and jazz concerts.
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Morningside Heights

Runs from Riverside Drive to Morningside Park, from 110th to 125th Streets.
A cross between the Upper West Side and Harlem, Morningside Heights boasts some of the city’s most
impressive architecture: Turn-of-the-century apartment buildings (many with marble lobbies grand enough
to house a presidential reception) and row houses dominate. The expansive pre-war co-ops located on
Riverside Drive in Morningside Heights offer amazing views of the Hudson River. However, there are also
condos in the Morningside Heights area with flowing layouts, graciously proportioned rooms, and the high
ceilings that make Uptown living so elegant.
Once referred to as the Academic Acropolis of Manhattan, Morningside Heights is certainly known for its
numerous scholarly institutions — Columbia University, Barnard College, Teachers College and Manhattan
School of Music to name a few. Yet, there are apartments for sale as well as apartments for rent, because
Morningside Heights is more than just a “college town.” For example, it’s home to St. John the Divine, the
world’s largest gothic Cathedral, where construction was new in 1892 and continues using modern
technology today. Morningside Heights, though, is not all limestone, granite and Gothic spires. Broadway,
filled with bookstores, cafés, specialty stores and restaurants galore, is the main thoroughfare of
Morningside Heights. Morningside Park (named for the east-facing slope that catches the morning sun) is a
30-acre oasis of rugged hills. Deemed too difficult to develop apartments on, it was designed as a cultivated
wilderness by the famed architects of Central Park. Fifty-foot high rock precipices, playgrounds, renovated
ballfields and picnic areas are perfect for an adventure or an afternoon of luxurious relaxing. And nine
months out of the year, the Park hosts a weekly farmers market. Also, not to be missed 267-acre Riverside
Park features a bird sanctuary and a skate park, as well as a fine set of clay tennis courts just to the south.
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Murray Hill

Midtown, on the East Side, from 23rd Street to 42nd Street.
Murray Hill is a townhouse paradise — of 100 townhouses listed in the area in the 1892 Social
Register, 60 are still standing. Yet those single-family Murray Hill homes, many of three and four
stories and some renovated with elevators and gyms to match their double Dacor ovens, rub
elbows with high-rise condo towers. In Murray Hill, the formerly business corridors of Madison
and Fifth avenues are being converted into gorgeous new loft-like apartments.
The area of Murray Hill is itself named after the Quaker merchant who built his farm here in the
eighteenth century when the area was green countryside — Robert Murray’s land extended from
33rd Street to nearly 39th Street! The area of Kips Bay, which has many dining options and a
movie theater, is either to the east of or the Easten section of Murray Hill, depending on who you
talk to. Kips Bay Towers, two high-rise post-war condos which share a large common garden, is
one of the first apartment complexes designed by noted architect I.M. Pei. Cultural attractions
abound in Murray Hill; the recently renovated Morgan Library is a historic treat. The original
building, showcase to a famous banker’s collection, is a breathtaking landmark Italian-style
mansion — and the Morgan Library’s Murray Hill collection includes Mozart symphonies,
Gutenberg bibles, and carved Babylonian seals and amulets.
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Roosevelt Island

A two-mile island in the East River running from Manhattan's East 46th to 85th Streets.
If you love convenience and quiet, you can’t do better than Roosevelt Island, a serene oasis with
lots of green and breathtaking views of the Manhattan skyline. Luxury doorman condos in highrise buildings dot the south side of Roosevelt Island, which is a long, thin sliver in the East River
just 700 feet from Manhattan island proper. The amenities of these modern condos include
conference rooms, roof decks, and health clubs with yoga rooms. Moving towards the north of
Roosevelt Island, there are a handful of rental buildings with offerings ranging from studios to
three-bedrooms. Many of the apartment buildings have their own playgrounds or gardens, and
best of all, there’s a local shuttle bus to help you tool around Roosevelt Island itself.
Yet much of Roosevelt Island remains car-free, which makes the area clean and green. With its
slight remove and its reputation for safety, Roosevelt Island functions as a bedroom community,
providing apartments for those whose jobs are on the East Side or Upper East Side, which can be
reached by the popular Roosevelt Island Tram or a quick subway ride. While Roosevelt Island has
always been self-sufficient as far as retail, with its own restaurants, dry cleaner and grocery store,
the new condos on Roosevelt Island have brought in new stores, including a Starbucks coffee and
a soon-to-come sports bar. But it's the great outdoors which is one of Roosevelt Island’s biggest
draws. With spacious parks, promenades for biking and running, playgrounds, ball fields, and a
racquet club, you would never guess you were in New York City except for the sweeping views of
the East Side, including the United Nations, the Chrysler Building, and the 59th Street Bridge.
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SOHO/ Nolita

From Canal Street to Houston Street, from Lafayette to the Hudson River.
Lofts! Lofts! Lofts! Many of SoHo’s expansive apartments were built in the 19th Century, when
the use of cast iron for building fronts allowed for larger windows than in traditional brick
buildings. The huge windows were used to shed light on factories and offices, which were then
converted into the sun-flooded SoHo co-op and condo lofts we know today. In fact, the historic
district in SoHo has the biggest concentration of cast-iron architecture anywhere in the world,
although SoHo’s manufacturers have given way to artists, fashion designers and Wall Street types
seeking light and space in their apartments.
The name SoHo itself stands for South of Houston, with the district running all the way south to
Canal Street. As SoHo’s popularity has increased, its boundaries have also expanded to the West
to include an area formerly known as “the Printing District” or “Hudson Square,” where new
luxury condos have been developed to take advantage of the area’s convenience to all things
downtown. The SoHo new development condos offer landscaped courtyards, doormen, and in
the case of 505 Greenwich, a pet spa. On the East Side, Nolita is a shopper’s paradise, and its
apartment dwellers can attest that it’s a little more off the beaten path. In general, the
SoHo/Nolita area calls “charge!’ with offerings from Chanel, Marc Jacobs, Prada, and Armani
Casa. The Apple store, which imported glass and light into an old post office, is a great place to
meet and greet while getting your computer fixed.
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Sutton Area

Sutton Place is a little enclave that runs from the East River to Second Avenue, 52nd
Street to 59th Street.
Sutton Place in the East Fifties is quite the retreat from bustling Midtown Manhattan — a stretch
of elegant prewar co-ops and townhouses, this is where Marilyn Monroe and Lauren Bacall rented
their penthouse in How to Marry a Millionaire. Running parallel to First Avenue, Sutton Place
(which is called Sutton Place South below 57th Street) has some wonderful prewar apartment
buildings with grand river views. This tiny area has some green too, with two parks located just
five blocks from each other.
Some of the most charming real estate in Sutton Place is made up of the private townhouses,
which rarely come up for sale. For architecture buffs, there are charming townhouses on FiftyEighth Street which sometimes have units available for rent. One single-family Neo-Georgian
townhouse in the Sutton Place area, comprising 14,000 square feet, larger than many suburban
mansions, is the official residence of the Secretary General of the United Nations. As far as coops, some of the Sutton Place doorman buildings feature garages, gyms, and common roof decks
to take advantage of the spectacular views. If you’re on the East Side, head towards the river to
find this small, peaceful enclave that usually has the word “fashionable” right before it — Sutton
Place offers quiet and residential charm that you wouldn’t expect within an easy walking distance
of the corporate headquarters of the East Side.
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Tribeca

Downtown West, from Canal Street to Park Place and City Hall, from the Hudson River
to Lafayette Street.
Tribeca was historically a manufacturing and warehouse district, and the conversion of those
buildings has produced some great condo and co-op lofts. Behind the brick and cast-iron façades
of Tribeca are apartments big enough to roller-skate in, many with high ceilings, great light, and
luxury kitchens. The name TriBeCa itself stands for the Triangle Below Canal, the area running
West from Lafayette Street to the Hudson River, north of Battery Park City – an explosion of
new condos to the south, some with units for rent, includes 200 Chambers, 101 Warren and
Artisan Lofts. In the northern part of Tribeca, the 60 Beach conversion offers arched windows,
Valcucine kitchens, and walnut floors, all accessible from private key-locked elevators — and
there’s a doorman. For those who love glass, the new development at 56 Leonard is touted as
“sculpture in the sky.”
There’s always plenty to do in the happening downtown nabe that is Tribeca. On the arts front,
there’s the Tribeca Film Festival, which draws moviemakers and fans from around the world
every spring. For dining, Tribeca offers world-class restaurants like Bouley, Megu, and Nobu. And
for strolling, there is Washington Market Park, a 1.61 acre park with a gazebo and a children’s
playground. If you want more green, or more blue, the esplanade and Hudson River views of
Battery Park City are also just a hop and a skip away.
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Upper East Side

Upper East, from 57th Street to 110th Street, from the East River to Fifth Avenue, with
Sutton Place and Carnegie Hill as separate enclaves.
The Upper East Side historically exemplifies serious landmark-type apartments but remains a
neighborhood where there’s a co-op or condo for everyone. Strict co-ops (some with o’-say-canyou-see Central Park views) continue to prevail in the Upper East Side from Park to Fifth
Avenues, but there are plenty of studios, one- and two-bedroom condos, and rentals on the
Upper East Side as well. Luxury new condo buildings include the Laurel, with a world-class gym
that would satisfy any triathlete, the Lucida, and the Brompton.
The Upper East Side contains a plethora of recreational offerings including Carl Schurz Park,
convenient to the Upper East Side sub-neighborhood known as Yorkville, and Asphalt Green, an
athletic center with an olympic-sized pool, which offers everything from swimming lessons to
soccer matches. The shopping opportunities are as endless as the stock of apartments, from
wonderful Upper East Side department stores (Bloomingdale’s and Barneys) to big marts with all
kind of housewares for sale (Bed, Bath and Beyond and Gracious Home) to the perfect place to
satisfy a sweet tooth (Dylan’s Candy Bar). On the Upper East Side, you can also make a day out
of grocery shopping alone; be sure to stop by Grace’s, Eli’s, Schaller and Weber and Lobel’s.
Dining options for both nourishment and social assemblages on the Upper East Side still include
the high-profile Elaine’s, special occasion destinations like Daniel, Park Avenue Café, and
Sarabeth’s and E.A.T. for a delicious breakfast, among many others.
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Upper West Side

Upper West, from Central Park West to the Hudson River, 57th Street to 110th Street.
Every ten blocks of the Upper West Side seem to have their own character: the 70s and 80s have
their share of “Classic Six” prewar apartments (that’s three bedrooms, a living room, dining room,
and kitchen, as opposed to a “Classic Seven,” which has all that plus a room for the maid or
domestic staff, sometimes used as a home office.) Along Riverside Drive on the Upper West Side,
there are some grand-scale apartment buildings with magnificent river views to match the street’s
name. Meanwhile, the southern bit of the Upper West Side embraces the Time Warner Center,
which has some of the most spectacular luxury condos in the city, along with high-end shops like
Coach and Hugo Boss, once-in-a-lifetime eateries like Per Se, and a giant subterranean Whole
Foods that seems to hold every resident of the Upper West Side at once.
Lining Central Park West are classic New York buildings like the Dakota, the San Remo, and the
Beresford. For the most part, they’re co-ops which offer more sales than rentals; condo lovers
who covet Central Park West should check out the Century, one of the Upper West Side’s Art
Deco triumphs. For recreation, the Upper West Side offers everything from the theatrical
richness of Lincoln Center to the stunning artifacts of the Museum of Natural History. For
history lovers, there is no fun like going to the New York Historical Society and looking through
the trove of materials relating to the history of New York. And Upper West Side park aficionados
have two fabulous choices — roomy Central Park on the east or lush and green Riverside Park on
the West.
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Washington Heights

155th Street to Dyckman Street, from the East River to the Hudson River.
Stretching from river to river, the bustling neighborhood of Washington Heights is inspiring
more than just the hit Broadway musical, In the Heights. Some say the value to be found in
Washington Heights recalls that found on the Upper West Side in the 80’s — three-bedroom,
three-bathroom apartments are not unusual. With its diverse housing stock, Washington Heights
(also known as WaHi) boasts five- and six-story prewar apartment buildings, row houses, and ArtDeco co-ops. The Tudor-style Hudson View Gardens complex and Castle Village and Beaux-Arts
co-ops such as the Grinnell and the Riviera are just some of the spots with apartments for sale.
Washington Heights is also a bustling urban area with a busy commercial center. Everything from
bodegas to bakeries to bars –— is available in Washington Heights along Broadway, St. Nicholas
Avenue and 181st Street. Renters and buyers love the area’s prime public transportation — it’s
just 20 minutes to Penn Station on the “A” train — and easy access to the rest of the tri-state area
via six bridges. Home to New York-Presbyterian Hospital/Columbia University Medical Center, a
top healthcare institution, Washington Heights has a rich history as well. Manhattan's oldest
house is here, the Morris-Jumel mansion, which served as General Washington’s headquarters in
the fall of 1776. The Hispanic Society of America Museum and The American Academy of Arts
and Letters sit on Audubon Terrace in Washington Heights, land originally part of a farm
belonging to the naturalist John James Audubon. For relaxation, you can’t do better than the
greenbelt at Fort Tryon Park. The New Balance Track and Field Center at the Armory features a
world-class track and runs the largest after-school program in New York City.
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West Village

Downtown West, Houston Street to 14th Street, Seventh Avenue to the Hudson River.
The West Village (the extension of Greenwich Village west of Seventh Avenue, where there are
some beautiful historic townhouses and co-ops on tree-lined streets) certainly follows its own
jazzy rhythms. Spend a day browsing the West Village’s bookstores, cozy cafes, and antique shops
with all kinds of bric-a-brac for sale and you’ll think you’re in Paris. The apartments tend to have
a historic charm too, many with fireplaces and hidden gardens. Often the older buildings have
been renovated, so behind many a landmark façade is a Bulthaup kitchen with a six-burner stove!
More Milan-like is the Meatpacking District on the Village’s Western edge. Here there are big
groovy lofts for sale, and retail shopping includes Catherine Maladrino, Stella McCartney, and
Yigal Azrouel among its fashion offerings. Rentals in both Meatpacking and the rest of the West
Village are highly sought-after, so don’t be surprised if you run into some recognizable actors and
actresses as you’re walking down the street! The narrowest townhouse in the city is here in the
West Village at 75 Bedford Street — it’s just nine-and-a-half feet wide. But postwar lovers can
also find something in the West Village to call their own. If you need a downtown showstopper,
try Richard Meier’s Perry Street towers, which offer amazing views of the Hudson. The newest
West Village luxury condo, One Jackson Square, offers walls of glass with 360-degree views of
Manhattan, custom designed Molteni kitchens, and views of a charming vest-pocket park.
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